We have simulated sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant/water þ bilayer graphene mixture system to investigate two mechanisms of graphene exfoliation: changing the interlayer distance and sliding away the relative distance. By calculating the total energy as a function of the interlayer (sliding-away) distance at different surface-coverage concentrations of SDS surfactant (SDS concentrations), we obtain the separation energy barriers underlying the two mechanisms and their dependence on SDS concentration. Overall, in the first process, the energy barrier can only be reduced by the SDS slightly, which is too big to be viable. While in the second process, the energy barrier can be first decreased continuously with the increasing SDS concentration until it almost completely disappear in the optimal SDS concentration range (1.5-2.0/nm 2 ) and then increase again with the further increase in SDS concentration. Therefore, the second sliding-away mechanism is a more viable separation process. The analysis of SDS anion density profile on the graphene surface indicates that the graphene-surfactant interaction plays an important role in the separation process by stabilizing the separated graphene sheet. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene is a two-dimensional, one atom thick honeycomb lattice made of sp-bonded carbon atoms, 1, 2 which is also the basic building block of graphite, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, and so on. Because of its extraordinary electronic, mechanical, and optical properties, it has attracted a wide range of research attention. [3] [4] [5] [6] Although fundamental research is still carried out on graphene, 7, 8 more and more attention is being paid to its potential applications, such as transistors, 9 electrode, 10 solar cells, 11 supercapacitors, 12 and biodevices. 13 To realize its potential applications, however, mass production of high quality graphene must be achieved.
The high quality yet small-piece graphene produced by using micro-mechanically cleavage method has been used in fundamental investigation of its properties, but it is not suitable for large-scale, easy, and cheap mass production. 14 The development of large-scale, high-quality graphene growth method has drawn a lot of attention and progressed rapidly in the past decade. Segregation of carbon from carbonsaturated metals (Ni/Fe), 15 chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on metal substrates, 16 epitaxial growth on silicon carbide, 17 graphite oxide reduction, 18 has been explored with certain success, but they either suffer from the difficulty of integrating the sample into devices 14 or disrupting the intrinsic electronic structure of graphene. 18 Recently, an alternative top-down liquid exfoliation approach to produce cheap, large-scale graphene has been proposed, 19 which has also been extended to separating other layered materials. 20, 21 In these solution-phase techniques, raw material, such as graphite powder, was first prepared and then dispersed in organic solvents or aqueous surfactant solutions. Shock wave was generated by sonication which breaks apart the graphite flakes. After removing the aggregates by centrifugation, a homogeneous liquid dispersion, including separated monolayer and few-layer graphene, was obtained. The separated graphene has been stabilized by the attachment of solvent molecules on the surface of graphene. A key point of this method is that the surface energy of solvent molecules has to match that of graphite, which can make the separated graphene stable. 22 Based on the experience of dispersions of carbon nanotubes, Coleman's group has shown that N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and N, N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) are efficient at dispersing graphene, 23 and improved their dispersion by using cheap, low-boiling, safe, and user-friendly surfactants/ water mixture solution. 24 Bourlinos and Stubos have found some perfluorinated aromatic molecules, such as hexafluorobenzene (C 6 F 6 ) and octafluorotoluene (C 6 F 5 CF 3 ) which can also be used to prepare solubilized graphenes. 25 Some other liquid exfoliation studies have also been reported by using a wide range of solvents. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] By using surface energy and Hansen solubility parameter data analysis, Coleman and co-workers have shown that solvent-graphene surface matching is the dominating factor in the dispersion process. 22 This semiempirical approach can provide us with some useful information in discovering new solvents; however, it does not give a complete, clear picture of understanding the dispersion process. On the other hand, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been widely used to study the complicated liquid systems for a long time. Important solvents, such as water, surfactant, ionic liquids, and their mixture systems with carbon nanotube (or graphite) have been studied. Especially, Blankschtein and co-workers have studied graphene/polar solvents systems and explained the stabilization of the graphene sheets by calculating 0021-8979/2014/116(1)/014304/7/$30.00
V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC 116, 014304-1 potential of mean force and kinetic theory analysis. 32 Later, they also studied ionic surfactant sodium cholate (SC) on a monolayer graphene sheet and calculated electrostatic potential around graphene-SC assembly. 33 Most recently, Yang and Fu have studied the interfacial mechanics for different solvents and concluded that the confined solvent molecules between graphene sheets contribute significantly to exfoliation and stabilization process. 34 However, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as an important ionic surfactant, which is composed of positively charged sodium ions and anions with a long non-polar carbon tail, plays an important role in separating carbon nanotubes as well as an effective solvent in separating graphite has not been studied systematically. In order to better understand the liquid dispersion of graphene, SDS/water þ graphene mixture system need to be investigated. The separation mechanism, the role of SDS concentration, and corresponding surface morphology are all interesting questions remain to be answered.
In this paper, we have carried out MD simulations of SDS/water þ bilayer graphene mixture system at a variety of surface-coverage concentrations of SDS surfactant (SDS concentrations). By calculating the total energy as a function of interlayer (sliding-away) distance, we obtain the energy barrier and surface morphology at different SDS concentrations. Then we studied surfactant distribution along separation path (interlayer or sliding-away distance). We compared these two separation mechanisms and analyzed the role of SDS concentration in each process.
II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
In this work, the classical all-atom MD simulations were done by GROMACS package. 35 The total potential energy is given by the expression
In the above equation, the force field parameters for SDS are provided from the standard Amber force field. As for the model of graphene, we choose a rigid-body model which only considers the Van der Waals (VdW) interaction between different graphene layers 36 and takes parameters suggested in the literature. 37 This model ignores the intramolecular interactions within graphene, and hence atomic vibration and small bond distortion during graphene exfoliation process. This should be a good approximation because these effects will not significantly influence the separation energy barrier, which is dominated by the intermolecular interactions, i.e., the graphene-graphene and graphene-surfactant interaction. The water model is TIP3P 38 which is compatible with Amber force Field. The partial charges for the anion of SDS were calculated by fitting ab initio electrostatic potentials with RESP package, 39 while the charge of sodium ion and carbon atoms in graphene is þ1, 0, respectively. The ab initio calculation was done with Gaussian 03 package. 40 The system studied in this work consists of SDS surfactant/water þ bilayer graphene mixture. The structure of SDS is shown in Fig. 1 . The ion pairs in surfactant, number of atoms in bilayer graphene, and number of water molecules in different SDS concentration are given in Table I . The initial simulation configuration was randomly generated by Gromacs package followed by a quick relaxation, then the relaxed configuration was simulated with a constant number of particle, pressure and temperature (NPT) simulation for 8 ns at room temperature (T ¼ 298.15 K) and the total energy of the last 3 ns was calculated. To make sure the system reaches the equilibrium, annealing process was then used: the final configuration obtained from the NPT simulation was again equilibrated at T ¼ 1000 K in a constant number of particle, volume and temperature (NVT) simulation and the temperature was gradually lowered to 800 K, 600 K, 400 K, and room temperature. We repeat the annealing process for two or three times. Finally, the production run of NVT simulation at room temperature was carried out for 3 ns. All the data are taken from this period.
The timestep used in the simulations is 1 fs, while the cutoff of 12 Å for VdW interaction is used. Long-range electrostatic interactions were treated using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) summation method. 41 , 42 Berendsen coupling is used for maintaining a pressure of 1 atm in NPT simulations and velocity rescales were used in all the simulations. 43 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Graphene exfoliation by variation of interlayer distance ( Fig. 2(a) )
To simulate the exfoliation process, we consider the variation of the interlayer distance of bilayer graphene at six different SDS concentrations by calculating the total energy as a function of interlayer distance (Fig. 3) . The two large, parallel single-layer graphene sheets have been put in a big box form an AA-stacked bilayer graphene. The interlayer distance r varies from about 3 Å to 12 Å . By extracting the data from the production run, the relative total energy (potential energy) profile is shown in Fig. 3 (we take the energy at r ¼ 3.4 Å as our reference of zero energy). In addition, the average numbers of SDS anions confined in between the graphene sheets are also calculated and shown in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 3 , we found that the minimum energies in the mixture systems are all located at the distance r around 3.6 Å , which is slightly larger than the equilibrium layer-layer distance of pure graphite (3.35 Å ). This can be understood by the attractive interaction between graphene and solvent. There are three major (solvent-solvent, solvent-graphene, and graphenegraphene) interactions in the mixture system compared with one (graphene-graphene) interaction in pure bilayer graphene system, the competition between graphene-graphene and solvent-graphene interaction changes the equilibrium separation distance which varies slightly with SDS concentration as shown in Fig. 3 . The energy increases quickly for 3.4 Å < r < 6 Å , indicating that the graphene-graphene VdW interaction still dominates in the mixture system. With the increasing distance r, the energy oscillates for 6 Å < r < 12 Å and the systems finally reach the complete separation of the bilayer graphene at r ¼ 12 Å . From 6 Å to 12 Å , two more local minima form which means the solvent-graphene interaction begins to dominate and gradually overcomes the graphene-graphene interaction. From Figs. 3 and 4(a), we discover a corresponding relationship between the confined number of SDS anions in between two graphene sheets and the potential energy profile. For r < 7 Å , because of a too small space, no SDS anions can be confined. Then there is a quick increase in confined number of SDS anions and they form one layer of SDS (7 Å <¼ r <¼ 9 Å ), which contributes to the first local minimum in Fig. 3 . Then we have a short range for almost no change of the number of confined SDS anions (still one layer SDS) for 9 Å r < 11 Å , which contributes to the local maximum at r % 10 Å . For r ! 11 Å , the number of SDS anions increases again and two layers of SDS form. Here, we need to point out the black line in Fig. 3 , which shows the potential energy profile along the separation distance in water þ bilayer graphene system (no SDS). Similar to SDS surfactant/water þ bilayer graphene system, the confinement of water molecules in between two graphene sheets contributes to two local minima at r % 7, 10 Å . This suggests that water has a weak interaction with graphene. However, even at very large separation distances, the energy of water þ bilayer graphene system is still high, which means the separated graphene state is not as stable as in SDS surfactant/water solution. Therefore, water alone cannot effectively lower the separation energy barrier of bilayer graphene because of weaker surface affinity of water on graphene surface. The following discussion will be focused on the role of SDS concentrations.
To see the transitions clearly, we plot SDS anion density profile along z axis (interlayer distance) and extract snapshots at different SDS concentrations. Because of the similarity at all concentrations, here we only show the plots at SDS concentration ¼ 2.0/nm 2 ( Fig. 4(b) ). Since there is no SDS anions confined inside the interlayer graphene inner space at small distances, the plot begins with distance r > 6 Å . When 7 Å r 10 Å , there is one peak inside the interlayer graphene inner space in Fig. 4(b) . Because the graphene-graphene VdW interaction disappears quickly after moving further away from the graphite equilibrium distance, SDS anions have been attracted into the open space and total energy attains a local minimum here at around 7 $ 8 Å . In this region, we found the number of SDS anions first increases, then stabilizes (almost no change or slight decrease). This is consistent with Fig. 3 , because after the local minimum at r around 7 Å , the energy increases and reaches a local maximum at r around 10 Å . Further increasing the distance from the local maximum, the number of SDS anions increases again and forms two layers, and correspondingly the energy decreases again. The zero layer, one layer, and two layers of SDS in between the two graphene sheets are also shown in snapshots of Fig. 5 . It can be understood as the attractive interaction between SDS anions and graphene drives more and more SDS anions to move into the inner space between two graphene sheets when interlayer distance increases. The number of SDS anions increases gradually to form one layer and two layers of SDS until completely separating the graphene sheets.
From the potential energy profile (Fig. 3) , we can define local energy barriers of the separation process at different SDS concentrations, and the calculated results are shown in Table II . From Table II , we can see that compared with water þ bilayer graphene system without SDS which has a first and second barrier (2.0 eV/nm 2 and 0.6 eV/nm 2 ), both the first and second energy barrier are smaller in the SDS surfactant/water þ bilayer graphene mixture system at different SDS concentrations which means SDS surfactant/water-þ bilayer graphene system is better than water þ bilayer graphene system in separating graphene. However, the decrease in energy barrier by SDS via this direct separation process is insignificant by $0.1-0.3 eV. This indicates that direct changing interlayer distance is unlikely the most viable mechanism of separation. Therefore, below we investigate a different mechanism.
B. Graphene exfoliation by sliding away the relative distance of graphene (Fig. 2(b 
))
In the above considered mechanism of bilayer graphene exfoliation by changing the interlayer distance, strong VdW interaction between graphene sheets must be overcome. Because the separation path is parallel to the VdW interaction direction, it is energy consuming compared with another possible exfoliation path: sliding away the relative distance of graphene ( Fig. 2(b) ). Here again, we calculate the total energy as a function of sliding-away distance at different SDS concentrations; the distance varies from about 3.4 Å to 7.0 nm (complete separation). The calculated results are shown in Fig. 6 (the energy at r ¼ 3.4 Å as the reference of zero energy). As we can see, when the SDS concentration is smaller or equal to 1.0/nm 2 , the energy generally goes up with the increasing sliding-away distance. The energy oscillates at SDS concentration ¼ 1.5 (or 2.0)/nm 2 when the sliding-away distance increases, with no obvious trend. The energy curve at SDS concentrations of 2.8/nm 2 shows a strong oscillation compared with that at SDS concentrations of 1.5 (or 2.0)/nm 2 , and seems to increase slowly with the increasing sliding-away distance, similar to those at SDS concentrations 1.0/nm 2 . Then we use a linear function to fit these energy curves, the slope of each fit can tell us the increasing rate of the energy curve. When slope > 0, the energy still increases as the . This can be understood as follows: when there is no surfactant, the dominant interaction is graphene-graphene VdW interaction, which decreases quickly with the increasing sliding-away distance. When adding surfactants into the system, increasing sliding-away distance means more surface area of graphene is exposed to solvents, and more surfactants are attracted to the exposed surface, which lower the energy compared with water þ bilayer graphene system. At low SDS concentrations ( 1.0/ nm 2 ), the graphene-surfactant interaction is not strong enough to compensate the total loss of the graphene-graphene VdW interaction when sliding away graphene sheet, the energy increases. While at higher SDS concentrations ( 2.0/nm 2 ), the graphene-surfactant interaction is becoming so strong and sufficiently compensates the energy lost of the graphenegraphene VdW interaction, which makes no obvious change of the energy. At maximum SDS concentration (¼2.8/nm 2 ), the graphene-surfactant interaction becomes weaker again, so the energy goes up again. Other interactions perturb the energy and make the energy curve oscillates. From the analysis above, we conclude that at the critical SDS concentrations (1.5-2.0/nm 2 , when slope % 0), the energy barrier almost disappears, which is the best for graphene separation.
Apparently, the graphene-surfactant interaction plays an important role in decreasing the separation energy barrier. We plot the SDS anion density profile along the separation path (x axis) and snapshots at SDS concentration ¼ 2. assembles to form big micelles (Fig. 8) , which lowers the energy and makes the system a stable state. When we increase the sliding-away distance, the attractive graphenesurfactant interaction forces SDS to move to the exposed surface of graphene which compensates the loss of graphenegraphene interaction. So the micelle structure has been destroyed gradually and the entire graphene surface has been covered with SDS. The attachment of SDS on graphene surface gives the maximum graphene-surfactant interaction and stabilizes the separated graphene sheets.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied two separation mechanisms of SDS surfactant/water þ bilayer graphene mixture systems at various SDS concentrations: one is by changing the interlayer distance between graphene sheets and another one is by sliding away the relative distance between graphene sheets. By changing the interlayer distance (the separation is along the graphene-graphene VdW direction), the graphenegraphene VdW interaction is replaced by graphene-solvent interaction gradually. Because the surfactant-graphene VdW interaction is stronger than the water-graphene interaction, energy barrier in SDS/water þ bilayer graphene system can be decreased by $0.1-0.3 eV compared with water þ bilayer graphene system, but it is still not a viable separation process because of high energy barrier (1.7 eV/nm 2 ). When changing the relative distance (the separation path is perpendicular to VdW direction), energy barrier can be lowed quickly to a very small value (0.12 eV/nm 2 ) at certain surfactant concentrations (1.5-2.0/nm 2 ) which is good for exfoliation. Our results show that the sliding-away mechanism is more likely to be responsible for liquid exfoliation process because the surfactant-graphene interaction is maximized which is critical to the separation process.
